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Everyman driving enthusiasts have taken away too long from affordable sports to kumeuma with a back-to-basics approach. But Subaru and Toyota have come to the rescue. These haven't been easy times for a lot of carmen. Being able to afford a new sports car that's great to drive, well built and
something special often seems a thing of the past, Baby Boomer the sort of thing that went away from the era of classic muscle cars. But there's been hope recently that will make everyday enthusiasts like you and me smile and make other automakers pay attention. For a couple of years there have been
many expensive, computer-controlled high-end sports cars that are truly awesome. However, they are often insanely expensive and arguably often deviate from what a clean sports car is all about. Many consider the Porsche 911 to be the final sports car of our time (as it has been for decades), and it's
just a good thing. But you have to admit, it's full of technology that only the German creators fully understand. Pure mechanical driving experience 911, like many other cars in its genre, is quickly going away and being replaced by computers doing most of the work. Think PDK vs manual gearbox. 911 will
cost you and your unborn child each kidney your $82,000 base price, something that is far from the reach of a common man. 10 Holiday Gift Ideas for Car Lovers 2020 Most Reliable Cars Ever Made But thanks to Subaru and Toyota, sports car lovers without deep pockets have renewed hope alternately
called BRZ , GT86 and Scion FR-S. Back in 2009, Toyota revealed its first GT86 concept at the Tokyo Motor Show, noting that it had back-to-basics light sports with a kumeke rear wheel drive, a four-cylinder engine and a six-speed manual gearbox - all for about $25k. Few believed it would happen, and
the competitors laughed it off mainly. It was then reported that Subaru, whose parent company Fuji Heavy Industries is partly owned by Toyota, had signed not only to design the car, but also to design and build a brand new four-cylinder boxer engine solely for the project. After a few more concepts and a
seemingly endless amount of spy shots, production of cars finally arrived earlier this year, and the world is in a better place for it. The segment previously reserved almost exclusively for the Mazda MX-5 Miata, Subaru and Toyota has not only given us truly wonderful and affordable sports cars, but literally



overnight inspired other automakers to start developing their own. Nissan, already at work with its next-generation Z car, is reportedly going back to the drawing boards in an effort to beat the perfect formula for light driving purity for the struggling Toyabaru sports coupe. Chevrolet is also looking at the
possibility of making a small RWD sports car to take its cues from the code 130R concept displayed last January at the Detroit show. Some might point out that Chevrolet and Ford already have those cars. known as camaro and mustang. And we'd have trouble ad for the idea of descending as they are
from that original muscle-car era. Then again, neither the Camaro nor the Mustang are exactly small and lightweight, even in base V6 form. V8 versions are real stars, and they're hard. No, BRZ and GT86/FR-S are all about simplicity, affordability and art and the joy of driving through some wicked
mountain-side twisty paths, rather than off-the-line acceleration times and quarter-mile trap speeds. The good people of the MX-5 have been dedicated to this philosophy for over 20 years, and the next generation model is less than two years away. It is known to have to curb the weight consistent with the
original model of about 2,000 pounds. BRZ/GT86 weighs just over 2,700 pounds. Their hardtop body style also improves stiffness, and unfortunately for Miata, it is less likely to be mistaken for chick cars. While no car is perfect - otherwise we'd all like to drive that one and this writer would be unemployed
- Toyabaru Triplets come close to the perfect driver's car for every man. Whether one has the means to afford that 911 or not is not the point; experience great driving in a car that was designed just for that purpose, and Toyota and Subaru have submitted above expectations. They've provided the best
driving experience that money can buy for less than $30,000 for men - and girls - like us. Enjoy your time hanging out with your boyfriend friends. Caiaimage/Paul Bradbury/Getty Images need bonding time with your male buddies? Men tend to get closer to friends, the more they hang out and engage in a
variety of activities, especially if they feel physically or intellectually challenged in some way. Things matter for nights, basketball games, and even Sunday morning jogs are all good choices for boy friends because they allow bonding time and also time for a competitive party to come through. Here are six
other ideas you can try next time you hang out with the boys. Cheer up your local sports team with your buddies. Hero Images/Getty Images If you both like sports, why not cheer your favorite team live and in person? Sharing a love of sports (and all those statistics that go along with it) can give you one
more thing you both have in common. To make the most of the games you participate in, why not put a friendly bet on the result? Tell me, the loser washes the winner's car for a month? Speaking of sports, it's also a good way to meet some new friends too. Safely play with fire and cook some fun time
guys. Loungepark/Taxi/Getty Images My husband likes to say that the appeal of grilling is just the ability to play with fire. What's even better than this? Asking a man to help a friend. Who doesn't like to stand on a barbecue while eating his lady while sharing beer with her boyfriend. So gather your
buddies, some steaks and a few beers and make it an afternoon. You can discuss the best techniques for grilling and share recipes for the most unique things to cook on the grill. The real bonding comes while standing over the grill having a conversation about everything from great TV shows to binge on
the joys of fatherhood. There's nothing like round bar darts that will help you enjoy your time with your boyfriend. David Leahy/Getty Images Burn off some competitive spirit that comes with bromance by showing your friend can play paintball, darts, or even video games better than he can. Video games
are so advanced that some of them even qualify for a workout. Paintball is the best group of guys, so if you're looking to expand your bromantic circle, invite some friends to play rounds or two with you. Send your male friend to help you fix that sink once and for all. Paul Bradbury/Getty Images We're all
busy, so why not add some man time to your daily life? Some of the best ways male friends bond is by helping each other around the house. Each man has different home repair skills he can either teach his friend or stop the project for him a favor. Some popular DIY projects include: Painting roomsAss
windowsA roof repairsConstruction cabinetsPutting a new floorBuilding deck Grab your tribe's male friends and have a few drinks. Dan Dalton/Getty Images A great way to relax after work is to hang out with your male friend at a local bar. It's also a good way to practice small conversations with others. If
you and your male friend are single, you can share tips on how to pick up women. If not, you can watch the game, play rounds in the pool, or just sit back and talk after a long day. (Always drink responsibility!) Good work helps you stay fit and bond with your male friends. Gary Burchel/Getty Images
Working out with a friend feeds the body and soul, so why not find an activity that you and your male friend can do together? Everything that gets your heart rate is not only good for you, but helps with your bromance as well. Running, basketball, cycling and squash are all great choices for boys because
they allow both conversation and bonding. The first thing that happens when you announce your wife's pregnancy is that people congratulate you. The next thing they do is start telling you how it's going and what you should do. The most concrete tips – almost all of this are useless – come from your
unmarried friends, while people with children simply archea and say Hmmm when you mention your plans. It doesn't matter, here's everything you really need to know. RELATED: 10 Things Fathers Want Future Dads to Know The Medical Industry Seems Intent on Hedging Their Stakes These Days.
Technicians drone on possible complications; Your wife will undergo tests, especially if she is over 35 years; and the head is buzzing with everything you need to do (buy tires, buy a new home) and think (When do I put nursery shelves? What do we call it?). You're messed up. What you think and feel is
not reasonable, says graphic designer Bob Callahan, brooklyn, N.Y., the father of 2-year-old twin girls. But it's normal. It's just that no man ever talks about it. Bonus tip: The only thing to worry about is you when you adapt to an unknown role of a supporting player. Then a baby is born, and you realize
that becoming a father is the best thing that could happen to you, Callahan says. But you'll both be happier if you don't shell out when he orders a 64-ounce porterhouse. I was afraid of changes in my wife's body, but I kind of enjoyed it when everything swelled, says Vince Carlen, an editor in New York
whose daughter was born last September. Then I was worried about how her body would be after giving birth. It changed, but nicely better than I imagined. Bonus tip: bouncing her breasts will amaze and delight you, but don't get too attached–they won't be yours much longer. If ever there was time to
give up your macho stubbornness, it is now. Look at the books he reads all night. Learn the benefits of breastfeeding, both her (it's easier than formula feeding and reduces the risk of breast cancer) and baby (tightens up the immune system, and much more). Take Lamaze-there is as much information
about dads as moms. Besides, the stopwatch around your neck is doing well in the sweatpants you wear in the delivery room. Bonus tip: There is no precise user manual. If you think real-life labor contractions actually match the charts out of Lamaze, you've probably never seen the 10th seed upset No 1
during March Madness. The birth is witnessed by a reality-TV moment in your life, only without the silly tiki torches. When I first saw my first child, I thought it wasn't right, says Callahan. I asked the doctors, What do you think? Is everything all right? My girls looked like shaved monkeys that fell out of a
UFO. Bonus tip: While you may have your wife punching bag, the delivery room is not a gym. Don't encourage him like you've been cheering on Lennox Lewis. If he could push harder, he'd have stabbed you out the window. The other thing: go with Plan B – nothing works as intended. If he asks for drugs,
don't argue, Carlen warns. RELATED: Dads first look at their newborn cultures around the world, parents know how to soothe a crying baby, says Harvey Karp, MD, author of a wonderful book on the subject called Happier Baby on the Block. But it's not intuitive-it's just that they've been around babies all
their lives. In our country, people need prime- and, Karp approached this topic male – he made a video of the techniques described in the book. The boys watch every video! Nursing aside, dads are actually soothes the child as mothers, says Karp. Dads tend to put more oomph into it: They wrap the baby
in the melee, they shush a little louder and jiggle faster. Bonus tip: According to a study by New York's Beth Israel Medical Center two years ago, 91 percent of couples who cry a lot have marital problems. Avoid tension by learning techniques that give you control. RELATED: 6 Genius Ways Instantly
Soothes Crying Baby Bonus Tip: Count Your (In-Kind) Blessings. You may spend more than ever, but you live in the embarrassment of intangible wealth and an array of neon-colored plastic gizmos that amaze the ancients. You realize that what you used to spend your time and money on was generally
worthless, Carlen says. I live happily without a fancy dinner, new clothes or weekends away. Home has become the best place on earth. How you handle and play with your child may seem harsher than your wife's methods, but kids benefit from your parents' dual styles. Dads whistle and pop, while moms
talk high, but even tones, Karp says. Mothers are strokes, dads are poker. Babies learn early to distinguish between the two. Don't worry: You don't scare him or break him. Bonus tip: Start slowly. He may seem too small to touch at first, but after three weeks you should be burping and making him like a
pro. Some attractions and sounds may even remind you of your college heyday. Your life has changed radically forever. You can fight your identity. Your confident, decisive approach that has served your career so well may not work from home. So try this: push him. yes, you're holding it wrong- baby,
head, bottle. Make him happy and you're happy, Callahan says. Bonus tip: I enjoyed your new identity. Photo her grizzled self, her stomach low and impressive, BabyBjíorn riding up her old sweater high and gorgeous. Cut the role of yourself by learning the skills that make you a man among men. Men get
frustrated when they can't master the situation, Karp says. Owning a role makes them feel better. For example, she says: If you know what to do, your child's crying goes from something thatvõres to something you almost expect – you can fix it! Bonus tip: Your wife has her doubts as a mother, too,
especially after a visit from her mother. Praise her excellent mommy skills (it doubles as a great new seduction technique too. Which is good, believe it or not, because you can be in line with your wife (stressed, tired, absorbed by the baby). Just because you don't remember what it's like doesn't mean
you're never going to get it again. Intimacy comes back. It's not so inventive, but we don't appreciate it less than the old gymnastics routines, Carlen says. Skip the last half hour of any stupid TV show you watch and get to it. Bonus tip: Note that your sexual frustration stems from something else. There's a
rival in the house because of your wife's affection, an interlogue, and you might want physical confirmation of her love. But even when sex is over, sometimes quiet moments and verbal expressions can work wonders. Wonders.
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